Introduction
Ignition of thermonuclear fuel (DT mixture) requires a fuel areal density L0.3 g/cm 2 and a hot-spot temperature L10 keV (Refs. 1 and 2). Such conditions are predicted to be achieved in direct-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF) designs, in which a cryogenic spherical DT-ice-shell target is imploded using direct illumination by intense laser beams. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] High energy gain in direct-drive ICF designs is achieved by optimizing the laser pulse shape and target dimensions. 1, 8, 9 Physical understanding of laser-plasma coupling is required for accurate numerical modeling of high-gain, direct-drive ICF designs. These designs are based on precise timing of laserdriven shocks, which determine the target adiabat (defined as a ratio of the fuel pressure to the Fermi-degenerate pressure). 10, 11 The shock strength depends crucially on mechanisms of laser light absorption. A theoretical and experimental investigation of laser absorption, focusing on the effect of resonance absorption for typical conditions in the direct-drive experiments on the OMEGA Laser System, 12 is the subject of this article.
Resonance absorption of electromagnetic waves in an unmagnetized, inhomogeneous plasma has been of considerable interest for a long time. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] In this process, a p-polarized electromagnetic wave, i.e., a wave that has a nonzero electric field component along the electron-density gradient dn 0 , propagates from low to high densities and approaches the critical surface with an electron density n 0 = n cr , where the laser frequency ~ matches the local electron plasma frequency . n e m 4 e 0 2 pẽ r =
Here, e and m e are the electron charge and mass, respectively. During this propagation, the wave is partially reflected from the turning point, defined by the condition ~p e = ~ • cosi, where i is the angle between the vacuum wave vector k and the density gradient, and the small part of the wave energy tunnels to the critical density and excites the resonance plasma oscillations. These oscillations can be damped by various mechanisms, including electron-ion collisional damping and excitation of Langmuir waves. A one-dimensional model of resonance absorption in linear density profiles has been the subject of numerous analytical and numerical investigations.
The Effect of Resonance Absorption in OMEGA Direct-Drive Designs and Experiments
Forslund et al. 19 solved numerically the wave equation for the electric field E and found the absorption fraction of electromagnetic waves as a function of
where L is the density scale length. This result was confirmed later by the simulations of Pert 21 and Means et al., 22 who employed different methods. All of these numerical results agree well with analytic results obtained by Omel'chenko and Stepanov, 16 Speziale and Catto, 20 and Tang 17 for limited ranges of q. An analytic expression for the absorption fraction in the whole range of q was obtained by Hinkel-Lipsker et al. 23 in the limit of small thermal and collisional effects. Later, the same authors 24 found analytic solutions of the problem in the case of parabolic density profiles. In our current numerical study, we do not restrict ourselves by linear or parabolic density profiles using density profiles obtained in hydrodynamic simulations. A recent study by Xu et al. 25 concentrated on modifications in resonance absorption caused by the relativistic effect and pondermotive force.
Direct-drive experiments conducted on OMEGA are routinely simulated using the 1-D hydrodynamic code LILAC. 26 The standard laser-absorption algorithm in LILAC is the ray-trace algorithm with ion-electron collisional absorption (inverse bremsstrahlung). An optional semi-analytic model of resonance absorption 27 can be used in conjunction with the raytrace algorithm. An advantage of this semi-analytic model is its simplicity, whereas a disadvantage is its insufficient accuracy: it typically overestimates the resonance absorption by a factor of ~2 (Ref. 27) . In this study, to more accurately investigate resonance absorption, the ray-trace algorithm of laser absorption in LILAC is replaced by a new algorithm based on the numerical solution of a wave equation in planar geometry.
This article addresses the following issues: (1) The wave equation describing the steady-state structure of electromagnetic and Langmuir wave components in inhomogeneous plasma is presented, and the numerical method in the planar geometry is described. 
Resonance Absorption in the Fluid Approximation
We consider an electromagnetic wave of frequency ~ propagated in vacuum, which obliquely irradiates a slab of warm, unmagnetized plasma. Properties of the slab are assumed to vary with a characteristic scale length >>c/~. Neglecting ion and low-frequency electron motions, one can describe a highfrequency electron motion caused by the electromagnetic wave using the linearized momentum equation 
is the Landau damping rate. 29 We consider planar geometry and introduce the cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) with the z axis perpendicular to the plane of the plasma slab. The slab is uniform in the x and y directions and nonuniform in the z direction. The vacuum wave vector k of the incident plane electromagnetic wave is located in the y-z plane and inclined at an angle i with the z axis. In these coordinates, the s-polarized electromagnetic wave is described by a solution E x of the x component of Eq. (3). This solution is completely independent of a solution for the p-polarized wave described by E y and E z , which obey the coupled y and z components of Eq. (3). Assuming an independence of the field of the x coordinate and periodic dependence on the y coordinate, , e y ik y ? where k y = (~/c) sini, the corresponding components of Eq. (3) can be reduced to second-order ordinary differential equations in the following form: for the s-polarized wave,
where we use the notations These differential equations are solved using the standard finite-difference numerical technique, which requires the solution of linear matrix equations. The matrix equations have a band diagonal form and can be efficiently solved by the LU decomposition method. 30 We assume vacuum boundary conditions for the incident and reflected electromagnetic waves at the outer edge of the plasma corona. For example, these conditions for the s-polarized wave are derived by using a vacuum solution in the form
where k z = (~/c) cosi, and the complex coefficients A and B to be determined matching this solution and its first derivative with the corresponding numerical solution at the outer edge. Similarly, other solutions of the electric field, E y and E z , are considered in the case of the p-polarized wave. Knowing the field components, one can calculate the laser-absorption rate using Eq. (4) as the energy source in a 1-D hydrodynamic code.
Resonance Absorption in Typical OMEGA Plasmas
The 60-beam, 30-kJ OMEGA Laser System 12 is used to study the physics of implosions by conducting spherical and planar experiments with millimeter-scale targets. OMEGA operates at a laser wavelength of m = 351 nm and peak intensities varying from 10 14 to 10 15 W/cm 2 with a typical pulse rise time ~100 ps and a pulse duration ~1 to 3 ns. The pulse can be shaped to optimize target performance. 10, 11 In this section we investigate numerically the effects of resonance absorption for plasma conditions relevant to directdrive OMEGA experiments. Currently, plastic (CH) material is used as an ablator in most applications; 7 therefore, we concentrate our analysis on CH plasma. All numerical results reported hereafter are obtained by employing the flux-limited Spitzer-Härm thermal-conduction model. 26, 31 If not explicitly mentioned, simulations assume a flux-limiter value f lim = 0.06, and all of our numerical results include the Langdon effect. 32 Note that other more-sophisticated thermal-conduction models can be used, including the models based on the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation 33 and different nonlocal electron transport treatments 34, 35 We found, however, that the effect of resonance absorption is not very sensitive to the particular choice of the thermal-conduction model.
The method of laser-absorption simulation described in the previous section was developed in planar geometry, where the incident light can be properly separated on the s-and p-polarized components. In spherical geometry, such a separation is not possible and the exact solution of the problem is more complicated. Instead of exactly solving the problem in spherical geometry, an approximate approach can be used to estimate laser absorption with the resonance effect. In the following two subsections we consider first the case of planar geometry, in which the effect of resonance absorption is calculated using the exact method; we then consider the case of spherical geometry, applying the planar-geometry approximation. 
Wave-breaking limit waves propagate from the critical surface to the right, toward the lower electron density, and decay due to Landau damping at n 0 K 0.6 n cr (the "wave-decay" region). Landau damping results in a conversion of the energy stored in Langmuir waves into hot electrons with T h . 5 keV, where the latter temperature is estimated using the phase velocity of Langmuir waves in the wave-decay region. Heating of the plasma [see Eq. (4)] occurs due to both collisional and Landau damping and is localized mainly between the critical surface and the wave-decay region. A typical electron temperature in the hot corona is about 1 to 2 keV, which is 2 to 5 times lower than our estimate of T h . This could result in a deviation of the electron distribution function from Maxwellian and nonlocal effects in the energy deposition. In our simulations, however, we neglect such nonlocal effects and assume only the local energy deposition into thermal electrons. For comparison, the solution without excitation of Langmuir waves is shown by the short-dashed line in Fig. 111.45(b) . This solution, obtained using Eq. (1) without the pressure term (the cold plasma limit), has a distinctive resonance peak in the electric field at the critical surface. Note that the resonant field in the latter case exceeds the limits for the field corresponding to the electron pressure P e and wave-breaking threshold 37 [represented by the lower and upper horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 111.45(b) , respectively].
Two important conclusions regarding plasma conditions in direct-drive OMEGA experiments result from the considered example: First, the resonant electric field in a typical OMEGA plasma is significantly below the wave-breaking limit. Second, the electromagnetic pressure corresponding to this field is typically below the electron pressure, which means that the pondermotive force is weak and can be neglected. These conclusions justify the omission of the nonlinear convection term (u e d)u e in Eq. (1).
Next, we study the time evolution of the resonance absorption and its dependence on laser intensity and incident angle. The resonance absorption in a simulation can be quantified by comparing the absorption rates for s-and p-polarized laser beams (Q s and Q p , respectively) since Q p includes the effect of resonance absorption and Q s does not. Figure 111 .46 compares these absorption rates and also presents , Q w p which is the contribution to the absorption rate due to the resonant excitation of Langmuir waves [see Eq. (4) Figure 111 .46(a) shows the laser pulse shape and absorption rates Q s for these three cases. 
Laser intensity
tion of resonance absorption to the total laser absorption, and the ratio Q Q w p s (dashed lines). The results show that the effect of resonance absorption is important only in the initial 200-to 300-ps period of the laser pulse. This time dependence can be explained by the inverse dependence of resonance absorption on the density scale length L near the critical surface. Figure 111 .46(c) shows the evolution of L and the dimensionless quantity q / (kL) 2/3 sin 2 i, where k is the vacuum wave number of laser light. The resonance absorption can be efficient if 0.1 K q K 2 (Ref. 19 ). The density scale length is relatively short, L . 1 to 2 nm (so q < 2), during the rise of laser power. At a later time, at maximum laser power, the length becomes long enough, L > 5 nm (q > 2), to quench the resonance absorption. Another effect seen in Fig. 111 .46(b) is that the resonance absorption, including absorption via Langmuir waves, is more significant for higher laser intensities. In particular, the resonance mechanism dominates over inverse bremsstrahlung at the beginning of the laser pulse for pulses with peak intensity L5 # 10 14 W/cm 2 . The dependence of resonance absorption on the intensity can be attributed to increased temperature near the critical surface in the case of higher laser intensities. 19 The angular dependence of resonance absorption is demonstrated in Fig. 111 .47, where the results of simulations are shown for a 100-ps laser pulse. For such a short pulse, the contribution of resonance absorption to the total absorption is more prominent and can be more easily measured experimentally (see Fig. 111.46) . A laser pulse with a peak intensity of 5 # 10 14 W/cm 2 is shown by the long-dashed line in Fig. 111.47(a) . In the same figure, example absorption rates in the case of p-and s-polarized laser beams (thick and thin lines, respectively) and resonant excitation of Langmuir waves in the p-polarized beam (short-dashed line) are shown for i = 17°. Figure 111 .47(b) plots the angular dependence of absorption fractions in the case of p-and s-polarized beams and resonant excitation of Langmuir waves, using the same notations as in Fig. 111.47(a) . Here, the absorption fraction is defined as the ratio of the corresponding time-integrated absorption rate per unit surface to the time-integrated laser intensity on target. The difference between the absorption fractions for p-and s-polarized beams illustrates the relative effect of resonance absorption. This effect peaks at i . 17° and corresponds to about a 30% increase in total absorption in comparison with the case of s-polarized beams. The energy absorbed due to the resonant excitation of Langmuir waves also peaks at i . 17°, where the contribution of this energy to the total absorption energy is about 50%. 
Spherical Geometry
In this section, we use an approximate approach to estimate the laser absorption, including the resonance effect, in spherical implosions. We apply the planar method to a small surface element of a spherical target. Such an element is irradiated by the laser light distributed over a range of incident angles i from 0° to 90°. The total absorption rate for a target can be estimated by integrating the absorption rates for a given surface element over i from all angles in the hemisphere that cover the surface element and integrating the result over the entire target surface. This approach can be justified if the thickness of the absorption region is much smaller than the target radius. Such a condition typically occurs during the first few hundred picoseconds in direct-drive OMEGA implosions. 
The angular distribution I(i) is used in the modified planar method in LILAC to numerically estimate the laser-absorption rate Q in spherical implosions. To account for a mixed polarization of laser light from many randomly polarized OMEGA laser beams (up to 13 beams can irradiate a given small surface element), the method assumes an equal mixture of s-and p-polarized lights. The corresponding absorption rate is denoted as Q s,p . The absorption rate calculated using only the s-polarized light, Q s , does not include the effect of resonance absorption and is used for comparison. Note that, with respect to the assumed laser-absorption mechanisms, Q s is similar to the absorption rate calculated using the spherical ray-trace method. 26 Figure 111.48 shows an example of simulated laser-absorption rates in the spherical implosion of a CH target driven by a 12.4-kJ, 1-ns square OMEGA laser pulse. In this example, the target radius R = 430 nm, and the beam parameters r 0 = 352 nm and n = 4.12. The drive-laser pulse (long-dashed line) and calculated evolution of the absorption rates Q s (solid lines) and Q s,p (short-dashed lines) for two values of the flux limiter f lim = 0.06 and 0.1 are shown in Fig. 111.48(a) . The reduced values of Q s and Q s,p for smaller f lim can be explained by an increased coronal temperature and, as a result, the less-efficient inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. Similar to the planar case (see Fig. 111 .46), resonance absorption in spherical targets has a maximum effect at the beginning of the laser pulse, during the first 200 to 400 ps. Also, the resonantly excited Langmuir waves give a noticeable contribution to the total absorption only at the beginning of the laser pulse. The resonance absorption is reduced with an increase in f lim . This reduction can be explained by an increase in the density scale length near the critical surface with an increase in f lim . Based on the numerical results presented in Fig. 111 .48(a), the effect of resonance absorption can be modeled with the standard laser ray-trace absorption method 26 by adjusting the flux limiter to a higher value (e.g., from the typical f lim = 0.06 to 0.08) during the first ~200 ps of the pulse.
The dependence of resonance absorption on laser intensity in spherical implosions is demonstrated in Fig. 111 .49 in the case of a 100-ps laser pulse. The pulse shape with a peak intensity of 5 # 10 14 W/cm 2 (long-dashed line) and calculated absorption rates Q s,p , Q s , and Q , w s p (thick solid, thin solid, and short-dashed lines, respectively) are shown in Fig. 111.49(a) . The total absorption fractions calculated using these rates, integrated over the pulse duration, are shown in Fig. 111.49(b) [using the same notations as in Fig. 111.49(a) ] as functions of the peak laser intensity. Note that the relative effect of resonant absorption has a weak dependence on the intensity. Specifically, this effect varies from about 13% to 20% for an intensity varied from 10 14 to 10 15 W/cm 2 . The contribution of Langmuir waves to the total laser absorption varies from about 2% to 15% for the same range of intensity. Example absorption fractions in spherical implosion experiments on OMEGA employed ~100-ps drive pulses are shown in Fig. 111.49(b) by solid circles.
Planar Experiments
Two series of planar direct-drive experiments on OMEGA have been proposed to verify the model of resonance absorption presented in Resonance Absorption in the Fluid Approximation (p. 180): reflection-light experiments and shock-timing experiments. Both series are based on similar experimental designs employing a single OMEGA laser beam, either s-or p-polarized, which irradiates a CH foil. The experiments are designed for beams with i = 23.2°, which is one of the allowed values of i, determined by the construction of the OMEGA target chamber, and close to the angle of the maximum effect of resonance absorption in OMEGA plasmas (see Fig. 111 .47). The goal of these experiments is to demonstrate the relative effect of a resonance absorption mechanism by comparing reflection light and shock timing for the case of s-and p-polarized laser beams. In this section, the results of the reflection-light experiments are presented and compared with simulations, and the effect of resonance absorption in the proposed shock-timing experimental design is discussed. Simulated absorption rates and dependence of absorption fractions on the peak laser intensity in spherical implosions of a CH target driven by a 100-ps OMEGA laser pulse. The approximate method to simulate the laser absorption in spherical implosions is discussed in the text. (a) Drive-laser pulse (long-dashed curve); absorption rates calculated using an equal mixture of s-and p-polarized lights (thick solid line), and using only the s-polarized light (thin solid line); absorption rate due to the resonant excitation of Langmuir waves (short-dashed line). (b) Absorption fraction as a function of peak laser intensity for the same cases considered in (a) and in implosion experiments (solid circles), which include a mixture of s-and p-polarized lights. The effect of resonance absorption is represented by the difference in absorption rates and absorption fractions for the lights with mixed polarization and s-polarization. 39 and distributed phase plates. 40 The light reflected and scattered from the target is collected by three calorimeters located in ports 25, 17, and 30. The calorimeter in port 25 collects the specularly reflected light, whereas the other two calorimeters, in ports 17 and 30, collect the scattered light at about 23° from the direction to port 25. The calorimeter in port 17 is located on the target normal. Table 111 .V shows the beam energy along with the energy collected by the three calorimeters in two experiments with single s-and p-polarized OMEGA laser beams. In agreement with theory, which predicts smaller light reflection from the p-polarized beam, the energy reflected from the s-polarized beam exceeds the energy reflected from the p-polarized beam (both energies collected in port 25). Quantitatively, the experiments show a larger difference in these energies: the corresponding energy ratio is 2.5 versus 1.8 obtained in simulations. Figure 111 .51 shows time-resolved reflected power in the experiments and simulations, where the simulation data (thin solid lines) are given in W/cm 2 and the experimental data The reflection experiments revealed significant sidescatter of laser light in both cases of s-and p-polarized beams. Due to this scatter, the measured reflection energies are about an order of magnitude smaller than the values predicted in simulations. An estimate using the amount of energy scattered in ports 17 and 30 (see Table 111 .V) and assuming a uniform scatter suggests that the total scattered energy exceeds the reflection energy by at least a factor of 20. A possible explanation for this scatter is the development of laser-induced perturbations of the reflection surface in plasma corona. These perturbations, or nonuniformities, can have spatial scales comparable to the laser wavelength and cause significant sidescatter of laser light if the amplitude of perturbations is large enough. The 1-D model of resonance absorption used in this article cannot consider perturbations in the transverse directions to the target normal and, therefore, cannot simulate such a scatter.
The early-time enhancement of laser absorption due to the resonance mechanism can affect the velocities of shocks originating at initial stages of implosions. A change in these velocities can be important for high-gain, direct-drive implosion designs that utilize adiabat-shaping techniques. 10, 11 Shock-timing experiments, somewhat analogous to the shockcompressibility experiments, 41 can be suitable for the study of the effect of resonance absorption on shock properties.
The shock-timing experimental design uses a setup similar to that used in the reflection-light experiments (see Fig. 111 .50). The measured quantity in this design is the velocity of shocks driven by the laser beams with different polarization. The effect of resonance absorption is estimated by comparing the shockbreakout times in finite-thickness targets in experiments with s-and p-polarized beams. On OMEGA, the shock-breakout time can be measured to an accuracy of about 50 ps by using two independent techniques: one that employs a velocity interferometer system for any reflector (VISAR), 42, 43 and another that utilizes temporal records of the shock-front self-emission (600 to 1000 nm) acquired using an imaging streak camera. 44 Figure 111.52 shows simulated time-dependent travel distances for two shocks driven by s-and p-polarized laser beams in thick CH targets. The simulations assume a 100-ps laser pulse, similar to one shown in Fig. 111 .47(a), but with a peak intensity of 10 14 W/cm 2 . For a fixed travel distance, which corresponds to an assumed target thickness in experiments, the difference Dt between the propagation time of the two shocks corresponds to the difference of experimentally measured breakout time in the case of s-and p-polarized beams. The value Dt exceeds the experimental accuracy limit of 50 ps for targets thicker than 30 nm, and Dt is in the well-detectable range of several hundred picoseconds for target thicknesses L100 nm. Specifically, one gets Dt . 800 ps for a 125-nmthick target.
Discussion and Conclusions
The effect of resonance absorption in a CH plasma has been investigated theoretically and experimentally for the physical conditions relevant to direct-drive ICF experiments with a 351-nm laser and intensities in the range of 10 14 to 10 15 W/cm 2 . It has been shown that nonlinear effects, such as pondermotive force and wave breaking, are not important; therefore, the linear theory of resonance absorption has been used in the 1-D hydrodynamic code LILAC to construct numerical models. The resonant excitation of Langmuir waves at the critical surface is an important mechanism that contributes to resonance absorption and dominates inverse bremsstrahlung absorption in the case of laser intensities L5 # 10 14 W/cm 2 and angles of incidence of laser beams in the optimum range, 10° K i K 30°. The decay of Langmuir waves caused by Landau damping results in a release of wave energy in the form of hot electrons with temperature .5 keV, which is larger by a factor of 2 to 5 than the electron temperature in hot corona, where T e . 1 to 2 keV. This could lead to a deviation of the electron distribution function from Maxwellian in hot corona if the energy released in hot electrons is relatively large. In implosion experiments on OMEGA, however, this energy is predicted to be relatively low [less than 15% of the total absorbed energy (see the short-dashed lines in Fig. 111.49) ], so that the coronal plasma there is expected to be nearly Maxwellian.
On OMEGA, resonance absorption has a maximum effect during a rapid increase in laser power, typically ~100 ps. Simulations show that the resonance absorption in a 1-ns square laser pulse can be important only during the first 200 to 300 ps. At this initial period, the density scale length in plasma near the critical surface is relatively short, ~1 to 2 nm, resulting in enhanced resonance absorption. At later times, when the laser power reaches its maximum, the density scale length increases to more than 5 nm, causing significant reduction in resonance absorption. In short laser pulses, or pickets, ~100 ps, the resonance absorption has a maximum relative effect, the value of which depends on the intensity and angle of incidence of the laser. In the case of spherical implosions, the predicted relative effect of resonance absorption varies from about 13% to 20% for intensities between 10 14 and 10 15 W/cm 2 .
We suggest, based on our numerical results, that the resonance absorption in spherical implosions can be modeled with the standard laser ray-trace method, 26 using a time-variable flux limiter, the value of which is increased by ~30% during the first ~200 ps of the laser pulse.
Planar reflection-light experiments have been conducted on OMEGA to verify the theoretical predictions of resonance absorption. These experiments used CH foils irradiated by single s-and p-polarized laser beams with an angle of incidence i = 23.2° and showed the reflection energy's clear dependence on polarization, in good quantitative agreement with simulation results. The experiments also revealed significant sidescatter of laser light, which reduces the amount of reflection energy by about an order of magnitude in comparison with simulations. This sidescatter, affecting both s-and p-polarized lights, can be explained by laser-induced perturbations in the reflection surface of plasma corona. The effect of these perturbations cannot be accounted for in the simplified 1-D approach used in this study. We expect that the surface perturbations could reduce the difference between reflected s-and p-polarized laser lights predicted in simulations because of the introduction of additional polarization components (mixed s-and p-polarized lights) in the incident laser beams.
Another OMEGA planar, direct-drive experiment that could demonstrate the effect of resonance absorption in laser-driven shocks has been designed and simulated. This design employs CH foils irradiated by single s-or p-polarized laser beams that initiate shocks with different velocities. The effect of resonance absorption is inferred by comparing the shock-breakout time at the target's rear surface in the case of s-and p-polarized beams. Assuming a 100-ps laser pulse with a peak intensity of 10 14 W/cm 2 , the simulations predict a time difference of shock breakout in the well-detectable range of several hundred picoseconds for a target thickness of about 100 nm.
